
Veset Stratus in AWS Marketplace

How To Choose The Right Package In AWS Marketplace
Veset Stratus is a TV channel management and playout web application that enables professional
linear channel creation in a few simple steps.

Veset offers two packages of Stratus product in AWS Marketplace
1. Veset Stratus HD Playout - Single HLS / RTMP (BASIC)
2. Veset Stratus HD Playout - ABR HLS + SCTE35 (ABR HLS + SCTE35)

The key functionality of the product you plan to subscribe to is the same, however some important
elements differ. In order to select the right package of Veset Stratus in AWS Marketplace, you need
to be prepared to answer the following simple questions:

1. Do you require and plan to use SCTE35 cue tones in your TV channel?
☞ No cue tones are available in the RTMP stream.
☞ If you select HLS output, Veset Stratus will insert Elemental type SCTE-35 markers.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/medialive/latest/ug/sample-manifests-hls.html
☞ If you use UDP/RTP+FEC output, Veset Stratus will insert Splice Insert markers.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/medialive/latest/ug/how-scte-35-events-are-handled-in-
manifests.html
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2. What output stream protocols/formats do you require - HLS, RTMP, RTP+FEC or UDP?
☞ For example, if you were planning to deliver your channel to a traditional broadcast

distribution (e.g. satellite or cable multiplex), you may choose to do that using AWS
MediaConnect which requires UDP output. Alternatively if you plan to deliver to an OTT
platform or a vMVPD you might need to provide HLS with five or six ABR encoded
profiles which you can configure in Veset Stratus. In other cases you may choose to
deliver RTMP to YouTube.

☞ Please note that apart from the package “Veset Stratus HD Playout - ABR HLS +
SCTE35 (ABR HLS + SCTE35)” you can output only one feed encoded in one of the
available formats.

3. If you plan to deliver HLS, does distribution require a single HLS encoding or an adaptive
bitrate technology (ABR) uses encoding ladders.

☞ It is worth noting that there is no option of switching between various packages, so
please make sure that you choose the right one for you, otherwise you will need to
cancel your existing subscription and start another one from scratch.

Key Steps In Creating The Channel Using Veset Stratus
Below we outline key steps required to create a channel in Veset Stratus. We highly recommend
that you watch the product overview video https://youtu.be/FWNQ7VN2_Zs which will give you a
better visual overview of the product.

1. Register by subscribing to the relevant package in AWS Marketplace;
2. Initial Setup

a. Optional: AWS S3 bucket for ingest,
b. Optional: Live input,
c. Invite other users who would like to collaborate in creating the channel.

3. Ingest content either from your computer or from AWS S3 bucket;
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4. Set up graphics which you plan to use (logotype/bug, program name, running line, and/or a
picture);

5. Schedule your channel using our easy-to-use drag and drop, automated day/gap filling and
template functions;

6. Configure the outputs depending on your distribution requirements.

☞ Please note that Veset does not offer CDN, or transport solutions (e.g. AWS
MediaConnect, AWS MediaLive, Wowza) which would enable you to deliver the
feed created by Veset Stratus playout in AWS to your channel viewers.

☞ It will be your responsibility to configure outputs and such 3rd party services as
required by your distribution architecture.

7. Press Enable Playout button and start the channel. You can Disable Playout at any time if
your channel is not a 24/7 channel and is rather a temporary/pop-up channel which runs
only for a few minutes/hours/days.

☞ If you run a temporary channel you can turn the playout on and off thus avoiding
charges for active playout (see Package and Pricing Guide). It will be your
responsibility to switch the playout on and off.
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☞ You can create and manage channel schedules and graphics without playout
being active. When the playout is active (i.e. “Enable Playout” button is
activated), playout agent cloud instance is running and video output is being
generated which means that you are incurring EC2 and egress traffic charges.
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Package and Pricing Guide

The product is designed to allow customers to benefit from maximum flexibility of Veset
Stratus and AWS.

General observations
● Our prices are very granular and in some cases they are less than $0.01 per unit so

at the end they will be rounded to the nearest $0.01.
● Platform subscription is the only charge which will be billed as long as you are

subscribed to Veset Stratus, other charges are related to actual usage of ingest,
storage and playout.

● Per unit charges for Platform subscription, Content Ingest, Content Storage and
Output Egress are the same across all packages. Therefore, the main difference
between the packages is the per hour cost of Active Playout.

Overview of key metering/invoicing items for Veset Stratus on AWS Marketplace

1. Platform Subscription - “Hours subscription per month” - a total number of hours
Customer was subscribed to Veset Stratus during the month. You will be charged
$0.30 per hour for subscription irrespective if you actively use it or not.
☞ For example if you subscribed to the product at 00:00 on May 1, 2020 but

decided against ingesting any content and did not activate the playout, you will
be charged $0.30 x 31 x 24 = US$223.2
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2. Content Storage - “GB of content stored per month” - an hourly charge for content
(files) stored in Veset Stratus during the month. The customer will be charged
$0.004 per 100 GB/hour of content stored in Veset Stratus. The minimum charge is
for 100 GB and if it is above 100 GB, then each time it is rounded up to the nearest
100 GB (e.g. if you store 101 GB you will be charged the same fee as if you had 200
GB stored = 2 x $0.004 = $0.01)
☞ For example if you have stored 50 GB for 15 days of the month and 1050 GB

for the other 15 days of the month you will be charged $0.004 x 1 x 24 x 15 +
$0.004 x 11 x 24 x 15 = $17.28 at the end of the month.

3. Active Playout - “Hours of active channel playout per month” - an hourly charge for
an active playout of scheduled content (live and pre-recorded). The charge varies
between the packages depending on features such as SCTE35 support and output
format and bitrate chosen.
☞ For example, if you subscribed to “Veset Stratus HD Playout - Single HLS /

RTMP (BASIC)” and played out 10 hours during the month you will be charged
for Active Playout $1.10 x 10 hours = $11.00.

☞ For example, if you subscribed to “Veset Stratus HD Playout - ABR HLS +
SCTE35 (ABR HLS+SCTE35)” and played out the full month (720 hours), you
will be charged $1.25 x 30 days x 24 hours = $900.00.

☞ As we can not predict user’s behavior we will not switch off Active Playout if
you have nothing scheduled.

4. Output Egress - “GB output” - a total volume of content streamed out of the
playout. The monthly charge is driven by the time the playout was switched on
during the month and by the output bitrate you have selected for your channel,
however minimal charge is for 1 GB if you start streaming ($0.103).
☞ If you are playing out a 1 Mbit/s stream that will generate approximately 0.45

GB per hour or 10.8 GB per day.
☞ For example, if you subscribed to “Veset Stratus HD Playout - Single HLS /

RTMP (BASIC)”, selected 4 Mbit/s HLS output and played out 24 hours during
the month you will be charged for Output Egress $0.104 x 4 x 0.45 x 24 =
US$4.49.

☞ If Playout is active, Output Egress will be generated and respective charges will
apply at the end of the month.
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Examples of total cost estimate

EXAMPLE 1: Full 24 hours vs full 30 days (month)
To provide you with an idea of total cost range for each package we calculated the cost of
the use cases where you subscribe and stream a single 6 Mbit/s feed for 24 hours (1 day)
and 720 hours (30 days) and ingest and store 500 GB of content for the same period.

EXAMPLE 2: Launching on OTT platform

Let’s assume you have decided to create a channel to stream to an OTT platform / vMVPD.
Their content team is very excited to get your channel onboard but have requested that you
deliver ABR HLS feed with SCTE35 cue tones so that they can insert ads to monetize your
content.

● You subscribe to your Veset Stratus HD Playout - ABR HLS + SCTE35 (ABR HLS +
SCTE35) on AWS Marketplace on May 1.

● You ingest 360 GB of content into Veset Stratus on May 5.
● You keep 360 GB of content stored in Veset Stratus for the rest of the month.
● You set up an HLS ABR output (1280x720=2.65 Mbit/s, 720x404=1.5 Mbit/s, 512 x

288=0.8 Mbit/s and 384x216=0.4 Mbit/s) with the combined output bitrate of 5.35
Mbit/s.
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● After spending some time playing with scheduling, you decide to turn on Playout
and start streaming the channel on May 20.

● We assume that you will continue playing out the channel for the month of June
after the launch.

FOR THE AVOIDANCE OF DOUBT CDN COSTS REQUIRED FOR DELIVERY TO OTT ARE NOT
INCLUDED AND HAVE TO BE PROCURED FROM AWS OR ELSEWHERE.

EXAMPLE 3: Launching a Pop up Live Event Channel

You have decided to create a live event channel, which will be scheduled for 3 hours every
weekend and will have 4 events in total each month. You will receive an RTMP live feed
and schedule pre-recorded content before the start of the event and after. You do not plan
to use SCTE35 cue tones. You plan to stream a single 5 Mbit/s HLS stream.

● You subscribe to Veset Stratus HD Playout - Single HLS / RTMP (BASIC) on AWS
Marketplace on May 1.

● You ingest 200 GB of content into Veset Stratus on May 5.
● You keep 200 GB of content stored in Veset Stratus for the rest of the month.
● You use 5 hours of Active Playout per event (2 hours of testing and 3 hours of

actual event), in total you play out 20 hours per month.
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Disclaimer: The calculations provided in preceding two examples are not designed to
provide guidance and act as illustrations for various use cases. The actual invoiced
amounts by AWS may vary as a result of rounding and other deviations.
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